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21 April 2018 
 
 
 
Dear Miss Adams 
 
Re: S/18/0460 | Erection of 6no. dwellings and associated works. | Former Sparcells 
Community Centre Sparcells Drive Sparcells Swindon 
 
We object to this development on the grounds of a parking provision that contravenes Swindon 
Borough Councils own parking policy, and the destruction of a children's play amenity. 

We note that garage space is included in the parking provision of just two per four bedroom 
household. We also note that the garage dimensions (along with all other room sizes) have been 
provided in a cubic meter capacity as opposed to being in a useful physical dimensions format of 
width and length. Detailing them in this way does not enable anyone to determine whether a car will 
actually fit - the garage could be two stories high and just 1 metre wide for example. We wonder 
what the motives of the architect were in providing dimensions in this format. 

Notwithstanding the fact that very few people use a garage for parking their car, we believe that 
Swindon's own parking policy requires more than two parking spaces for four bedroom houses.  

The destruction of a children's play area, in an effort to maximise profits from the sale of these 
properties for a local authority sets a very bad precedent and must not be allowed to happen. In our 
opinion the benefit (revenue for Swindon Borough Council) does not outweigh the harm, and for 
that reason alone this application must be refused. 

It is clear to us that, in an effort to maximise income for SBC, the designers of this scheme have 
sought to disregard planning policy and quality of life for local people by seeking to cram too many 
properties into a space simply not big enough for them all.  

The solution is simple, reduce the number of properties to four (rather than six) and redesign the 
layout so as to maintain the play area and increase the number of parking bays to at least the 
minimum required by SBC's own policies (and provide architectural drawings with units of dimension  
that are of practical use). 

We hope you find our observations useful and we look forward to seeing our proposed changes 
implemented in the final plans. 

 
 
Yours Sincerely 
 
 
Kevin Fisher 
Shaw Residents' Association Chair 
www.shawresidents.org.uk 
shawresidents@outlook.com 


